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PATTERNS OF CHURCH-STATE RELATIONS IN EASTERN EUROPE UNDER 

COMMUNISM AND POST-COMMUNISM 

 

By Paul Mojzes 

 

 About twenty-five years ago I began working on a major study about religious 

liberties in the USSR and Eastern Europe.  When I was nearly finished and expected that 

the book will reveal, perhaps for the first time,  many secret as well as known practices 

that the communist states used in dealing with religious communities, the so-called 

―Communist bloc‖ began unraveling. Many of ―my‖ secrets started being revealed, which 

was good for democracy in Eastern Europe, but robbed me of the opportunity to disclose 

those practices first.  If the manuscript was going to have any ongoing relevance I had to 

include the changes that were taking place, some of which took place at lightning speed. 

Just as I would write how one communist country was changing and becoming an 

exemption to the pattern, for instance Poland, another one, Hungary or Eastern Germany, 

would change. Then the ―velvet revolution‖ of Czechoslovakia took place. Perestroika 

and glasnost under Mikhail Gorbachev permitted and even facilitated these changes even 

in the Soviet Union. At the end only Romania and Albania were left, but soon Nicolae 

Ceausesku was executed along with his wife and then only Albania remained.  It seemed 

they might be stuck in their constitutionally proclaimed atheist state, but even Albania  

changed just before the book went to the publisher. The former Yugoslavia had shaken 

the dogmatic Communist mold much earlier and had become somewhat of a precursor of 

liberalization in regard to religious communities.  

Finally I entitled the book, Religious Liberty in Eastern Europe and the USSR: 

Before and After the Great Transformation.
1
 It is this ―Great Transformation‖ that we are 

celebrating now, some twenty-years later, and reflecting on what happened before and 

after these potentially revolutionary changes. Were these changes in church state-

relations really revolutionary or were they something less than that? 

                                                
1 Paul Mojzes, Religious Liberty in Eastern Europe and the USSR: Before and After the Great 

Transformation. (Boulder, CO: Eastern European Monographs, 1992). 
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 In the theoretical part of the book I explored the various models of church-state 

relations in regard to religious liberty offered by other scholars and then came up with my 

own four-fold typology. 

Type A – Ecclesiastic Absolutism 

Type B – Religious Toleration 

Type C -- Secularist Absolutism, and  

Type D --.Pluralistic Liberty.
2
 

In states where Type A or Ecclesiastic Absolutism was practiced the exclusive 

power was vested in a single religious community while others were discriminated 

against or completely forbidden. The power of the state supported a single religious 

organization and sharply curtailed the freedom of those who believed or practiced 

differently. This model was widely spread in Christian Europe under the Constantinian 

model of church-state relations (a rare exception was Moorish Spain) and persists today 

in some Islamic countries (e.g. Saudi Arabia). Under such a system church and state are 

in a symbiotic union. After the Great Schism, both Eastern and Western branches of 

Christianity practiced it. In the last few centuries the total monopoly was reluctantly 

relaxed by giving a few additional groups formal legal rights but not at all equal status to 

the dominant state religion.  

Type B or Religious Toleration followed in many countries after bitter struggles 

for religious recognition by a somewhat expanded number of churches or religions.  Such 

states become preferentially religious, i.e. they favor religion over atheism but do not 

grant full equality to all religious communities and many remain legally and practically 

discriminated against. While religious liberty is granted to a greater variety of religious 

expressions than under Type A there are still many practical and legal obstacles for those 

who are of recent origin or imported from abroad or in some other way displease or 

threaten the state authorities. Nevertheless Type B is a great leap forward in the 

expansion of religious liberties. 

                                                
2 I want to acknowledge the contribution of Dr. Zdenko Roter, professor (emeritus) of sociology at the 

University of Ljubljana, Slovenia, to the development of this typology. 
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Type C or Secularist Absolutism favors a single brand of secularist world view 

and hinders all religious expressions.  On the surface it seems diametrically opposed to 

Type A in that non-believers, particularly militant atheists, receive privileges while all 

religions suffer various restrictions. The adoration frequently given to the state leaders, 

along with other semi-religious practices make the ruling ideology into a pseudo-religion. 

It is this feature which actually makes Type C functionally similar to Type A as both 

repress all but the officially promoted religious and/or ideological belief system. The 

Communist revolutions established Secular Absolutism in all countries where it was 

successful. Although it was tempered by the historical conditions in various countries.  

Albania under Enver Hoxha became the purest example of Type C because it 

constitutionally proclaimed itself as the first atheist state in the world where no religion 

was to be practiced and, indeed, try to implement this in actual life of the country.  The 

Soviet Union was another example of such a system although it constitution [falsely] 

proclaimed religious liberty for all. While the policies of the Soviet state toward various 

religions varied from period to period, the period of the Stalinist purges from about 1936 

to the outbreak of World War II was probably the severest repression for all religious 

communities, with the casualties numbering in the millions. 

 Type D or Pluralistic Liberty would allow full exercise of freedom for all 

religious and non-religious practices with the state taking a benign rather than restrictive 

attitude toward all but the criminally destructive activities. The state would be strictly 

neutral or non-preferential in regard to its citizens‘ religious or non-religious, or even 

anti-religious expressions as long as these did not limit or obstruct the free exercise of 

basic human rights to others in the state. The only limit to one‘s activities would be the 

rights of others. Religions as well as non-religious associations would be free to try to 

influence state policies but not from a position of advantage or monopoly.  Even great 

discrepancy in size of religious communities would not legally privilege the stronger nor 

could the rights of minorities be curtailed by the will of the majority. Basically the U.N. 

Convention on Human Rights would be the guidelines for relationships between the state 

and the religious/ideological communities or individuals. Only attempts to curtail other 

people‘s liberties or impose unwanted views or practices would be prevented in such 

pluralistic democratic societies.  
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*** 

During the Communist period secularist or more specifically Marxist-Leninist-

Stalinist models of church state relations were in practice throughout Eastern Europe but 

with significant variations, depending on the history and the strength of certain religious 

communities. For instance, the prominence and historical role of the Roman Catholic 

Church in Poland did not make it practical for the government to try to abolish religion, 

even though consistent pressure and even violence was used to limit its influence. In 

Czechoslovakia massive repression was used on all religious communities because the 

state perceived them as not having a massive support by the population and this occurred 

both before and after the ―Prague Spring‖ (1968) when for a short time freedoms were 

granted and celebrated.  In Hungary a massive assault upon religious communities was 

carried out after 1947 yet those religious leaders who were co-opted remained ex officio 

members of the parliament and religious services were broadcast on Radio Budapest.  In 

Romania, some religious communities were brutally repressed, even abolished like the 

Eastern Rite Catholics, but the Romanian Orthodox Church was favored by the state due 

to ethnic reasons, namely to bolsterer the Romanian nationality over the Hungarian and 

German minorities who were Catholic or Protestant.  The rapidly growing neo-

Protestants, esp. Baptists were persecuted as they tended to elude the close supervision by 

the state. Bulgaria aimed to closely follow the USSR.  In order to better control the 

majority Bulgarian Orthodox Church the government first crushed the minority 

Protestants in order to teach a lesson what can happen to the Orthodox unless they 

cooperate. The Muslim community was slated for extinction and many of them were 

exiled to Turkey while others were to be Bulgarized though not necessarily lead to the 

Orthodox faith. The former Yugoslavia was most diverse regarding the church-state 

relations.  After World War II, when Tito was still a Stalinist communist, very harsh 

repressions of all religious communities took place between 1945 to about 1953. When 

Tito attempted to define himself as a tolerant leader, gradual liberalization of the entire 

system took place which also reflected itself in the policy toward the churches. The 

gradual relaxation brought about a considerable degree of tolerance but it was applied 

very unevenly, with less repression in Slovenia, Croatia, and Vojvodina and more 

oppression, even persecution, in the more southern, less developed regions of the country. 
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The state was always inordinately interested in what was going on in the internal affairs 

of the religious communities and some of them, e.g. the Muslim Community in 

Macedonia was completely penetrated by agents of the state. In Montenegro the 

restrictions over religion were pervasive. In the 1960s, for international political 

considerations religious services even for foreign tourists were permitted as was Islamic 

and Christian aid from abroad. It seemed in the 1970s and 1980s that Yugoslavia  would 

relatively easily undergo a permutation into a Type D-Pluralistic Libertarian society.  

 

*** 

During the Great Transformation (the Germans called it Wende) great euphoria 

ensued both inside and outside of Eastern Europe.  Religious people especially, both East 

and West, expected unlimited religious liberty. For a short period it seemed to go in that 

direction. Religious liberty was widely proclaimed by the new governments, religious 

institutions shook off the dread of control, manipulation, and persecution and started 

rebuilding the institutional structures, which, particularly in some countries, were in total 

shambles. In those countries where religious building had been confiscated by the state, 

such as in the Soviet Union, they began to be de-nationalized.  Eastern Rite Catholics in 

the Ukraine and Romania re-established their legal positions. In Germany the process of 

reunification of the severed parts of the churches began.  In countries where the state had 

restricted the installation of religious leadership, such as bishops, priests, and pastors) 

their numbers began to be replenished, monasteries were reopened, theological schools 

opened or re-opened, religious materials were printed or imported. All in all, the task of 

rebuilding religious life began in earnest, although a goodly number of the populace had 

been alienated from religion and un-churched.  

Several processes began that brought about upheaval.  One was a process of 

examination of who among the church leaders cooperated with the communist secret 

services. Not all countries undertook this process, but among the more rigorous were East 

Germany whose Stasi organs had engaged many church leaders into providing 

information.  In Hungary a number of church leaders were demoted and/or ostracized on 

account of their cooperation with the Communist regime. In Bulgaria the Orthodox 

Church suffered a schism partly because some hierarchs accused the patriarch and his 
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circle of having been placed into their positions by the Communist government. These 

purges sometimes included individuals who had faithfully served their religious 

communities but had contacts with the government not of their own choice and not for 

personal gain. 

Another process was the rush by Western and other religious leaders from abroad to 

either help existing religious communities or to form new ones. Most of these were 

Protestant evangelicals and Catholics, but Muslims also sent  imams, mostly from Near 

Eastern countries, to help their co-religionists. For the first time in Eastern Europe there 

were suddenly numerous New Religious Communities (some called them ―cults‖), such 

as Hare Krishnas and Moonies. Both the non-religious segment of the population and 

leaders of traditional religions became alarmed by the arrival of what some Russian 

journalists and academics called ―totalitarian sects.‖ And very soon many established 

religious communities also called them sects, so that in Russia even the Roman Catholics 

were called sects. The leaders of some of the traditional, historical churches sent requests 

to the National Council of Churches in the USA and probably also to Catholics to halt 

sending of missionaries, not understanding that in a free society there are no mechanisms 

to stop this process even if one thought that some of these groups were likely to do harm 

along with some good. The traditional historic churches assumed that all the un-churched 

people in their country ‗belong‘ to them, as they descended from families that in the past 

belonged to such a church and therefore only this church has the right to appeal to them 

to reactivate their religion. Other religious communities felt that people who had no 

religious affiliation were proper target for invitations to become a member of their church 

rather than see whether they have any urge to join the religion of their ancestors. These 

processes created a lot of conflict and ill will.  

 

*** 

At the end of communism it was reasonable to expect that the religious communities 

will cooperate with each other. During the Communist period their destinies were 

connected, they frequently shared problems with one another and created a sense of 

solidarity in the face of persecution. One might expect that such bonds will persist in the 

era of freedom.  Often, this was not the case. Anti-ecumenism set it in many places.  One 
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reason was that some Communist governments had coerced religious communities to 

work together ‗ecumenically‘ in order to be more easily controlled. In some cases the 

government urged the churches to join the World Council of Churches in order for Soviet 

propaganda to gain a foothold. Additionally, some churches joined the WCC for the 

wrong reasons—to have some allies during times of repression but actually they did not 

believe in ecumenism. In fact some of the Orthodox Church leaders (e.g. Bishop Artemije 

of Rashka/Kosovo in the Serbian Orthodox Church as well as some Greek hierarchs 

consider ecumenism the greatest heresy ever!  

Politicians and religious leaders now sought joint photo opportunities. While in the 

past when state leaders did take photos with church leaders it was to show-case how 

allegedly broad minded and tolerant the leaders were. The pictures probably did more 

good to religious leaders since they gained a modicum of public recognition. Now it 

seemed that the politicians were eager for such photos in order to gain credibility.  In 

some of the countries it was the religious communities that retained the reputation for 

integrity in contrast to the Communist regime.  The newly elected leaders were eager to 

be seen well inclined to the churches that had a reputation of standing with the people 

over the centuries.  Hence, for example, the late President of Croatia, Franjo Tudjman, 

liked to be seen with his name-sake Franjo Cardinal Kuharić both in church and at 

receptions. Radovan Karadžić, currently on trial for war crimes in the Hague, but 

formerly president of Republika Srpska in Bosnia and Herzegovina, invited Orthodox 

dignitaries to sit in the front row of every assembly and claimed that he never made a 

decision without first consulting the Orthodox bishops—presumably to gain divine 

support for his policies (some of which included murderous ethnic cleansing). Boris 

Yeltsin allowed himself to be baptized in the Orthodox Church and Vladimir Putin often 

shows his support of the Russian Orthodox Church, stressing the old Russian model of 

mutual support between the state and the Orthodox Church.  

 

*** 

Have church and state disengaged themselves e twenty years since the fall of 

communism.   The short answer is yes and no.  Yes in the sense that current governments 

of Eastern European countries are no longer categorically hostile to all religions. No, in 
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the sense that many religious communities as well as states do not favor a disengagement, 

while certain religious communities are discriminated against and even outrightly 

persecuted, as they are perceived as a threat to both the state and to the main religious 

communities of the land. 

Three distinctive approaches on part of the religious communities can be discerned: 

Those religious communities that in the past enjoyed a privileged position in society 

either by being the church (or religion) of the land or at least one of the larger historic 

religions that had been both governmentally and socially recognized by the pre-

communist state naturally wish to retain such privileged position. Close ethnoreligious 

identification and affinity to the government are actively sought. Both the clergy and state 

officials seek photo opportunities to be launched by the media in order to enhance this 

symbiotic relationship.  They make efforts to regain their former strength and position in 

society and often attempt to ward off the smaller and newer religious communities that 

seem to them to represent a challenge by ―stealing souls‖ that they consider historically 

theirs. Ideally they seek return to Type A-Ecclesiastical Absolutism but may settle for 

Type B- Religious Tolerance on a limited scale in order to comply with the international 

pressure for democratic social relations.  

The medium size religious communities and even smaller one‘s that have worked in a 

social context for an extended period of time, perhaps a century or so, are asserting their 

right for legal recognition, esp. if the country requires registration of religious bodies as a 

condition of being juridical persons. Their position is somewhat  precarious as they need 

to receive a confirmation of their legal recognition from the government but ambiguous 

in regard to the dominant religious communities whose social approval and religious 

cooperation they seek, yet also feel threatened by the  possibility of being marginalized 

by the large ethnoreligious communities.  They dream about Type D—Religious  

Pluralism but practically aspire for the Type B--Religious Tolerance model. 

The third group consists of new comers as well as those religious communities that 

had not been given social recognition in the past (e.g. Jehovah‘s Witnesses and 

Nazarenes).  The new groups can be either the newly arrived evangelistic missionaries of  

some Western denominations who did not previously have representation in a particular 

Eastern European country (e.g. Mormons,  or in some societies Baptists, Methodists, 
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Seventh-Day Adventists, and Pentecostals), or totally independent Pentecostal and 

independent  church organizations, or else the so called New Religious Movements (e.g. 

Moonies, Hare Krishnas, or certain Sufi groups inspired by Said Nurs,  Yoga 

associations, and so forth).  Their goal is to obtain permission to legally function with or 

without registration and to avoid the animosity of the more established religious groups 

while at the same time being critical of the large churches and feeling justified to solicit 

converts from among both the  ―churched‖ or ―unchurched‖ members of society. They 

are often regarded as cults and often persecuted both by the government and by the 

―official‖ national religion(s). They strive for the Type D—Religiously Pluralistic society 

and are frequently defenders of unrestricted religious liberty.  

Three issues appear to be the most contentious in the relationship between church and 

state area-wide.  

The first is the return of church properties nationalized by the communists.  After so 

many years this is a complex process even if everyone has good will. Some of these 

properties had been destroyed or put to very different use (e.g. the Synagogue in Poznan, 

Poland, converted by the Nazis into a swimming pool and retained for this use until 

recently).
3
 Others had been greatly expanded (e.g. hospitals or schools) and it is difficult 

to find substitute properties that are in the government‘s possession and acceptable to the 

religious community. Finally some of the large churches had real estate such as forests 

and farm land for which it is questionable whether it is appropriate for church ownership. 

Some churches have voluntarily given up further demands for restitution.
4
 

Second, is the question of religious education. Some countries have granted certain 

churches to provide catechetic education to children of their own denominations (e.g. 

Bosnia and Herzegovina), which satisfies the aim of the respective church leadership but 

not that of the minority churches whose children are in an awkward position of either 

having to be catechized by other clergy or feel socially isolated or marginalized. Other 

states observe strict separation of church and state and permit only academic religion 

courses, such as surveys of various religions (e.g. Slovenia) that, from the perspective of 

                                                
3 Juergen Buch and Achim Hippel, ―Die einstige Synagogue in Posen,― Glaube in der 2. Welt, Vol. 36, No. 

1, (January 2008), 26. 
4 ―Rusiche Kirch fordert vom Staat keine Rueckgabe ihres Eigentums,― Glaube in der 2. Welt, Vol. 36, No. 

6 (June 2008), 9. 
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the major churches, are depriving the children of the majority to receive adequate 

catechization.
5
  

Third, whether to demand registration of religious communities by the state or not in 

order to provide a legal standing is not the only question but also what does  registration 

entitle the religious community.  In a number of countries the state continues an age-old 

practice of subsidizing the main religious communities either by a special church tax or 

out of the government‘s budget.  They seem to be willing to continue this practice with 

the churches of the majority but are most reluctant to do that with the new arrivals (e.g. 

should they subsidize the headquarters of the Hare Krishna in the same manner as they 

are subsidizing the headquarters of the Catholic Church). Of course there are religious 

communities that do not wish to receive subsidies from the state as they feel it will make 

them too compliant with state policies, but that in itself adds to an unequal treatment of 

the religious communities by the state. Yet, some of the large communities have 

historically valuable buildings that they are unable to maintain without funding by the 

state.  

 

*** 

The revolution that toppled communism was the first revolution that looked sideways 

and backwards rather than forward for inspiration.  Sideways to the West, which was 

identified in the eyes of many with higher standard of living, democracy, and greater 

freedoms. But for many the West was tainted by altogether too much liberty, which, in 

their opinion, leads to moral degradation.  The pull to the past was more powerful, as 

many sought to restore the privileges which they enjoyed during the pre-Communist 

times. This generally included the numerically dominant community or at least those 

communities that were identified with certain ethnic religious identities.  

In conversation with some professors of theology at the Catholic Theological School 

in Ljubljana in 1993 when I inquired whether they are interested in the separation of 

church and state as it is practiced in America, the answer was a clear no; rather they 

wanted to emulate the Austrian model where the Catholic Church is privileged by the 

                                                
5 ―Hirtenbrief der katholischen Bishoefe anlaesslich der EU-Ratspresidaentschaft,‖ Glaube in der 2.Welt . 

Vol. 36, No. 3 (March 2008), 10. 
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state. Almost identical was the response in Macedonia where their model is Greece (with 

which generally they have very bad inter-state relations) because the Orthodox Church is 

closely identified to the state and in return receives privileges from the government and 

has influence upon the government. 

Much more prominent was the backward look, the desire to return to the pre-

communist period, when many religious communities, especially the historically 

prominent one‘s that enjoyed a more privileged and protected status.  

 

As a case study, let us take a closer look at Slovakia, a central European country that 

is neither practicing a too close nor a too distant relationship between church and state. 

Article 24 of the Constitution of the Slovak Republic, Constitutional Act No. 23/1991 

Coll., which introduces the Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms, and also by 

Act No. 308/1991 Coll. on freedom of religious faith and status of churches and religious 

societies as amended (Act No. 394/2000 Coll.) provides the legal framework for religious 

liberty. The last Act, along with Act No. 201/2007 Coll. (before Act No. 192/1992 Coll.), 

stipulates conditions for the registration of churches and religious societies with the 

Church Department at the Ministry of Culture of the Slovak Republic, which oversees 

relations between the State and churches. The Basic Agreement between the Slovak 

Republic and the Holy See (Act No. 326/2001 Coll.) and the Agreement between the 

Slovak Republic and Registered Churches and Religious Societies (Act No. 250/2002 

Coll.) further regulate church-state relations. When one looks at the overall picture, 

churches and religious communities are now permitted to independently regulate their 

internal business and the individual citizen is no longer harassed, intimidated, or 

otherwise prevented from carrying out their religious beliefs and practices. 

At first glance one might think that everything is well in regard to religious liberty 

and that Slovakia could be regarded as a Type D-Pluralistic Freedom country. But  

Lubomir Martin Ondrasek argues otherwise.
6
 The most serious obstacle is found 

registering smaller religious communities because the law used to require 20,000 Slovak 

citizens who support the registration but a more recent version of the law requires 

                                                
6 Lubomir Martin Ondrasek, ―On Religious Freedom in the Slovak Republic,‖ in Religion in Eastern 

Europe, Vol. XXIX, No. 3 (August 2009), 1-9. 
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―20,000 members, (adult Slovak citizens domiciled in the Slovak Republic, who submit 

‗honest declaration‘ attesting to the membership and support for registration of their 

church, knowledge of basic tenets and teachings of their faith community, understanding 

of the rights and responsibilities of their membership, home address and personal identity 

number)‖
7
 making the Slovak law the most restrictive among the 55  states of the 

Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe. Paradoxically while such 

regulations make it nearly impossible for unregistered religious communities to register, 

of the 18 already registered churches only five exceed the 20,000 member mark.
8
  

One of the burning issues of religious liberty in Slovakia is the practice of registering 

or denying registration to churches which practically leads to an alliance or cooperation 

between the state and the registered churches and a less favored status by those who do 

not qualify.  In real life registration is meant to hinder rather than facilitate religious 

liberty for all.  It might even endanger other civil rights because the data collected in the 

application for registration might be some day used by the state for its own selective 

treatment of citizens, possibly for punitive measures.
9
  

The registered churches may attempt to hinder the registration of seemingly rival 

communities. Thus the Catholic Church, for instance, urged its members not to sign the 

petition for the registration of the Mormons as their teachings were not in line with 

Catholic teachings. There are considerable anti-Islamic fears and feelings in Slovakia 

based on current European fears as well as the historic experience of Ottoman invasion in 

the 16
th
 and 17

th
 centuries.  The state should limits religious activity based on some 

preemptive inclination rather than only when it is proven destructive. 

Currently the only possible way for an unregistered community to function is to 

obtain legal status by registering as a civil association, which is technically illegal (as 

they are religious rather than civil associations), yet is overlooked and permitted, which is 

clearly a situation that could be curtailed by the state at will and thereby these religious 

communities would lose their rights and privileges.  The present Slovak model leaves the 

church and religious communities in two unequal categories, accepted and not favored. 

The advantages of registration are, 

                                                
7 Ibid., 2. 
8 The two laws are Act No. 192/1992 Coll. and Act No. 201/2007 respectively. 
9 The rest of the article based on the data gathered by Ondrasek in ibid. 
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1)receive the status of being a legal subject (before the courts and state 

administration), 

2)right of access to public facilities, such as hospitals, schools, military installations), 

3) the right to perform public rituals recognized by the state (e.g. weddings), 

4) receive financial support by the state (e.g. clergy salaries, contribution toward 

maintenance of denominational offices, and pensions). The unregistered do not  have any 

of these rights and privileges and therefore are often considered both by state officials 

and the public as illegal sects. This unequal treatment is defended as the state supporting 

traditional., historical communities that had operated in Slovakia for centuries or at least 

decades and have proven their value to society, whereas the unregistered one‘s must first 

demonstrate their value to society. During the communist regime the citizens had lost the 

ability to know which religions are ‗constructive‘ and ‗destructive‘ and therefore, the 

argument goes, it is the state‘s responsibility to prevent access to the population by 

destructive sects. Thus the Slovak state does not outright prevent any religious expression 

by allowing them all to register at least as civic associations but the state is allowed to 

privilege some religions, if it so wishes. The conclusion is that Slovakia does practice 

freedom of conscience but not the full public expression of all religious freedoms.  Type 

2-Religious Tolerance may be the appropriate classification for Slovakia. 

Some countries have done better than Slovakia in this respect.  The Czech 

Republic was in a similar historical quandary of having financially supported some 

churches, even during the communist period.  They solved the problem by instituting a 

two stage registration process. During stage one, all religious communities, regardless of 

size, may register with the full rights of legal subjectivity, but stage two may be 

accomplished by the non-historic communities only after a waiting period and meeting 

certain conditions.  

The most radical change in regard to religious liberties happened in Albania.
10

 

Albania had been the most uncompromising and thoroughgoing antireligious country that 

declared it in their constitution that they are the first atheist country in the world. 

                                                
10 Information gained from the Wikipedia article accessed on September 15, 2009, which in turn was based 

on the US Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and Labor, Albania: International Religious Freedom 

Report 2007. Modified on September 1, 2009. 
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Therefore if slight changes to allow religious activities would have been significant.  

After the Great Transformation—which Albanian experienced as the very last 

Communist country of Europe—an enormous change took place.  Currently religious 

freedom is not only constitutionally guaranteed but it is generally respected. There is no 

official religion and all religions are equal but the four major religious communities, 

Sunni Islam, Bektashi Sufi Islam, Eastern Orthodoxy, and Catholicism (both Roman and 

Eastern Rite) enjoy a greater social status and recognition based on their historical 

presence in the country (for instance, their holy days have been recognized as national 

holidays). 

No registration or licensing of religious communities is needed but the Committee 

on Cults keeps a record on foreign religious organization if they ask for assistance. Those  

registered can have bank accounts and rights to acquire property, as well as receive the 

status of juridical person if they apply to a court based on the Law on Non-Profit 

Organizations.  All is not perfect from the perspective of religious communities. They 

complain that they had not been granted a tax exempt status and that foreign missionaries 

are given only a one year renewable permit while they would prefer five year permits. 

Religious organizations do not have to report their activities to the Committee on 

Cults.  Article 10 of the Constitution calls for separate bilateral agreements between the 

state and the churches. So far the two Muslim communities and the Protestant umbrella 

organization VUSH has signed such agreements. The United Methodist Church with 

about 150 members was recently declared a legal entity after nearly a century of absence 

from the country. 

Schools do not teach religion but parents have the right to educate their children 

religiously.  Thus religious communities have the right to organize schools. One of the 

greatest problems is the return of properties which the Communists had nationalized. 

This is a common problem in practically all former Communist countries as the process is 

connected with many difficult obstacles, even when there is good will on part of the state. 

 It would seem that Albania has made the largest leap of all from being the 

harshest Type 3-Secular Absolutist country to Type 4-Pluralistic Freedom. 

 It is quite different in the most recently recognized Balkan country that also has a 

majority ethnic Albanian population, namely Kosova (or Kosovo, its Serbian name).  In 
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that former province of Serbia which is now an independent state (though not yet 

recognized as such universally) the previous persecution of ethnic Albanians by the 

Serbian government and military has now been replaced by the persecution of the small 

remainder of Serbs with neither the United Nations governing authorities or militaries nor 

the local governing authorities of Kosova doing much effectively to protect the religious 

and ethnic rights of the Serbs.  This may turn out to be a temporary situation resulting 

from the recent conflicts and wars of the 1980s and 1990s but it is clearly an unresolved 

situation where a government (with the complicity of the international community) 

denies the religious rights of a minority. 

In mid-March 2004, mob violence in Kosovo left 28 dead (of whom eight were 

Serbs), perhaps a thousand wounded, and the destruction of several Serbian villages, 

including the torching of over 400 homes, the destruction of 30 churches, and damage to 

a further 11 churches.
11

 The mayhem resembled old-style anti-Jewish pogroms involving 

pillage, destruction, and death. And this in a province "controlled" by some 18,000 UN 

KFOR soldiers and several thousand UNMIK policemen. U.N. forces themselves came 

under attack with several soldiers killed, some injured, and 72 U.N. vehicles destroyed. 

They did save some lives, but on the whole they could not stem the violence.  

According to Forum 18, 112 Orthodox churches and monasteries have been 

destroyed since 1990 without adequate U.N. protection.
12

 Nor has anyone been 

apprehended for these crimes since the beginning of U.N. control. However, this time 

events were more dramatic in that hundreds if not thousands of Albanians participated. At 

first it seemed that the action was spontaneous, but some U.N. authorities later claimed 

that events were well-organized. Later some Albanian politicians and former Kosovo 

Liberation Army commanders were finally arrested and charged with orchestrating the 

destruction.
13

 Serbian Orthodox Bishop, Artemije (Radosavljevic) of Raska-Prizren and 

                                                
11 ―6 Dead, Hundreds Wounded in Serbia Clash,‖ New York Times, 17 March 2004 

(http://nytimes.com/apolin. ..AP-Kosovo-Clashes.html?hp=&pagewanted=print&position. For a more 

complete report see Nicholas Wood, ―Kosovo Smolders After Mob Violence,‖ New York Times. 24 March 

2004.  

 
12Branko Bjelajac, ―Kosovo & Serbia‖: Destruction Worse Than Initially Believed, and Violence Sparks 

Incidents in Montenegro, Bosnia, and Macedonia‖ Forum 18.  24 March 2004 . http://forum18.org.)  For a 

specific case in Uroševac, see Branko Bjelajac, ―Kosovo: Hand Grenade Attack on an Orthodox Church,‖  

Forum 18, December 19, 2003. 

 

http://nytimes.com/apolin
http://forum18.org/
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Kosovo-Metohija described the attacks as another Kristalnacht, the infamous 1938 Nazi 

pogrom against Jews in Germany, while U.N. governor of Kosovo, Harri Holkeri called it 

"a crime against humanity."  For a senior NATO commander the attacks in Kosovo were 

―not far from ethnic cleansing."
14

 

Attacks on Serbian Orthodox churches did not cease in 2004. Twice the roof 

shingles for the re-building of the 14
th
 Century Mother of God of Ljevis in Prizren as well 

as the Kyriakis church, likewise in Prizren, that had been destroyed in 2004 were stolen 

and Bishop Teodosije criticized the international mission and the Kosova administration 

for not providing adequate protection.
15

  Even if there were no property damages, it is 

clear that one cannot talk of religious liberties for the non-Albanian population of Kosovo 

when many of them do not dare to even leave their homes without U.N. troop protection. 

In many succession states of the former Soviet Union there are, however, much 

worse church-state religious liberties issues where some groups experience outright 

persecution.
16

 Provided here are only some instances of such treatment. 

In Armenia there was concern about the draft of a new Criminal Code, Art. 162 

which punishes sharing religious beliefs.  There is also a controversial new law on 

religions. Protestants, Russian Orthodox and Jehovah‘s Witnesses expressed concern 

about the stipulation that 1,000 adults citizens must sign a petition to apply for 

registration. That number had been reduced to 500, which is still too large. Proselytism is 

being punished harshly.
17

 

In Azerbeijan a Jehovah‘s Witness man was fined and deported for inviting 

friends and religious people to his home for worship services. A Jehovah‘s Witness 

woman was threatened for holding a meeting in her home while her husband was arrested 

for religious activity. Three Muslim people were arrested for up to a week on charges of 

hooliganism for talking about their faith as interpreted by the Turkish Sufi Said Nursi.
18

 

                                                                                                                                            
13 B-92 News Service Headlines  (Belgrade), 19 March 2004, 

http://www.b92.net/English/news/index.php?nav_id=25794&dd+02&mm=12&yyyy=2003  
14Ibid.  b92-e-headlines@lists.b92.net 
15 ―Erneute Uebergriffe auf orthodoxe Kirchen im Kosovo‖ in Glaube in der 2. Welt   Vol. 36, No. 1 (Jan. 
2008),11. 
16 Most of these items are taken from Forum 18 News Service that is electronically sent out from Norway 

on a regular basis focusing on religious freedom abuses. 
17 http://www.forum18.org/Archive.php?article id=1272  March 24, 2009. 
18 http://www.forum18.org news release of  Sept. 14, 2009. 

http://www.b92.net/English/news/index.php?nav_id=25794&dd+02&mm=12&yyyy=2003
http://www.forum18.org/Archive.php?article
http://www.forum18.org/
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In Minsk, Belarus, church members of the New Life Church were expelled from 

their own church building that they had bought in 2002. In Baranowich two Baptists were 

fined for holding house worship.  Fifty Baptist pastors had written to President Alexander 

Lukachenko to stop harassment.  Police beat a woman until she signed that she was 

coerced to be at home worship meeting.
19

 

In Kazakhstan the Code of Administrative Offenses punishes unregistered 

religious activity. Missionary work without state approval of activities not specifically 

mentioned in the religious community‘s statue that was approved by the state is 

punishable.
20

 

A new religious education law passed in Kyrgystan raised restrictions or imposed 

sweeping controls on who can open religious schools. A ban was placed on all but 

licensed or approved schools.  Baptists, Baha‘is, Lutherans and Ahmadiya Muslims 

expressed concern about the law.
21

 

In Moldova even court orders are obstructed by state authorities in order to deny 

registration to certain religious communities such as all Muslim organizations, The 

Ukrainian Orthodox Kiev Patriarchate and the former Russian Orthodox Church Abroad 

and a variety of Protestant denominations also suffer discrimination.
22

 

In Uzbekistan the head of the Baptist Union and two of his colleagues face up to 

three years imprisonment for alleged tax evasion and teaching children about Christianity 

at a summer camp without parental approval.  Article 145, Part 2 forbids teaching of 

religion to underage children in a religious organization.  Several Protestants and 

Jehovah‘s Witnesses have been punished for such ‗offenses.‘
23

 Mass trials took place for 

47 followers of Said Nursi because only state approved Islam may be followed. Some 

were beaten and they face long sentences of five to eleven years.
24

 

These are but few of the constant stream of reports of restrictions of religious 

freedom for all but the main religious communities of the respective state with still a 

strong dose of the general distrust of religions that spilled over from the Soviet period. It 

                                                
19 http://www.forum18.org/Archive.php?article id=1339 dated August 24, 2009. 
20 http://www.forum18.org/Archive.php?article id=1343 
21 http://www.forum18.org/Archive.php?article  id=1345  Dated September 7, 2009 
22 http://www.forum18.org/Archive.php?article  id=902  Dated January 24, 2007. 
23 http://www.forum18.org/Archive.php?article  id=1341   September 10, 2009. 
24 http://www.forum18.org/Archive.php?article   id=1344    August 31, 2009. 

http://www.forum18.org/Archive.php?article
http://www.forum18.org/Archive.php?article
http://www.forum18.org/Archive.php?article
http://www.forum18.org/Archive.php?article
http://www.forum18.org/Archive.php?article
http://www.forum18.org/Archive.php?article
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would seem that these states practice either Type 1-Religious Absolutism with a 

paradoxical admixture of the similarly intolerant carryover of Type 3--Secular  

Absolutism with few minor concessions to Type 2—Religious Tolerance to a few select 

religious communities. 

 

*** 

The overall situation in the former Communist countries is as follows: 

In successor states of the former U.S.S.R. there is privileging of the dominant or 

few ―historic‖ religious communities that hearkens back to Type A: Ecclesiastical 

Absolutism with concurrent repressions of the others that seem to be vestiges of Type C: 

Secular Absolutism.  The long period in which those territories lived under the tsarist 

regime and then under Leninist-Stalinist Communism makes it difficult for them to move 

away from the idea that conformity should be imposed on the population. 

In the countries of eastern and central Europe there is generally a much improved 

situation regarding religious freedoms with the majority providing Type B-Religious 

Tolerance arrangements but still not treating all religious beliefs and expressions 

equitably, while there continues to be pressure toward reaching the Type B-Religious 

Pluralistic arrangement, to which, surprisingly the country of Albania might have come 

closest.  


